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Abstract—The increasing usage of personal multimedia
devices such as mobiles phones, smart glasses, etc. has pointed
out the need for securing the captured/exchanged images
content. Nevertheless, because of the limited resources of these
novel platforms on one hand and the voluminous nature of
multimedia content on the other hand, preserving multimedia
content security remains a research challenge. In this paper, we
tackle this issue by presenting a fast format-compliant selective
encryption algorithm for JPEG 2000 images. It is based on
selectively choosing data from the JPEG 2000 code-stream in a
uniformly dynamic-key dependent manner to apply the proposed
encryption algorithm. The encryption algorithm consists of two
rounds of substitution-diffusion processes, based on a dynamic
key, that is changed for every input image. Extensive security
analysis has been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme. The obtained results have demonstrated the
robustness of our algorithm against the most known types of
attacks and have shown a significant improvement in term of
execution time reduction compared to a similar existing JPEG
2000 images encryption scheme.

keywords: JPEG 2000 compression standard; Format Compli-
ant; selective encryption; substitution; diffusion; security analy-
sis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the widespread usage of multimedia devices

such as smart-phones, image sensors, smart glasses, etc. has

contributed in the production of billions of images that are

daily exchanged throughout social networks and/or dedicated

networks (e.g., Instagram). Furthermore, a large part of this

huge amount of images is stored for later use either lo-

cally (personal devices) or transferred to cloud based storage

systems. The management of such a huge amount of data

raises new interesting research issues as efficient processing

and storing, fast and friendly access, securing and protect-

ing their content, etc. Within this work, we are particularly

focusing on the latter issue, namely securing the content

of exchanged/stored images whilst taking into account the

hard constraints of the underlying platforms. This issue has

in fact been pointed out recently through realistic examples

such as the one related to celebrity photo hacking scandal.

Another example can be found in Wireless Multimedia Sensor

Networks (WMSNs) when the monitored area is very sensitive.

In this category of applications, all sent images to the base

station must be secure. Many other real examples can be

cited in several domains as elder persons monitoring, medical

applications, military applications, etc.

The common feature between all these applications is the

usage of tiny multimedia devices, characterized by limited

resources (CPU, memory and energy). Hence, securing image

content within these devices require researchers to take into

account the following, sometimes orthogonal, constraints: (a)

multimedia data is very voluminous by nature in comparison

to scalar data. Consequently, managing raw data is either not

possible due to hard constraints in resources (i.e., memory

limitation) or will break down all the devices resources (i.e.,

energy). Compression techniques are used in order to reduce

the data volume. Even though after compression, the data

remains voluminous. (b) The inherent features of images

such as high redundancy and high pixels correlation render

the traditional cryptographic mechanisms (i.e., AES, DES)

not effective [1]. (c) Novel applications express the need of

fast and lightweight cryptographic approaches that are able

to provide sufficient security strength against most types of

known attacks on one hand and that can be supported by

these limited devices on the other hand. (d) For portability

reasons between different platforms, the proposed approaches

must be compression standard-Compliant (i.e., be able to be

integrated into standard platforms without additional software

installations).

In order to reduce the amount of transmitted data, especially

in limited environments, many compression standards have

been proposed [2], among them we note the standard JPEG

2000 [3] that provides better performance compared to other

standards due to its main features such as: (a) low bit-rate per-

formance, (b) lossless and lossy compression (c) random code-

stream access and processing which allow devices to support

some in-network processing (i.e data aggregation in the code-

stream) and (d) robustness to bit-errors which guarantees a safe

data transmission in wireless environments. These features

motivate us to consider this compression standard within our

work.

To secure compressed images, two main categories of

approaches have been explored: (a) Selective Encryption ap-

proaches [4], where the encryption process is applied to a

selective part of compressed data which is considered as im-

portant and (b) Joint Compression-Encryption approaches [5],



[6], where data encryption and compression are fulfilled into

a single one step. Approaches in the first category must fulfill

the standard format-compliant; i.e., the decoder is able to

decode the encrypted data and to visualize the content. In other

words, the decoder does not crash when decoding encrypted

images. This important feature is fundamental to ensure the

portability of the proposed encryption approaches. For this

reason, we considered this feature as a requirement in our

work.

In this paper, we propose a fast and format-compliant

selective encryption algorithm for JPEG 2000 images. The

proposed selective encryption scheme is applied to JPEG

2000 code-stream and requires two rounds of substitution-

diffusion processes. To enforce its robustness, the used key is

dynamic and changes for every input image. In the substitution

process, bytes positions are changed non-linearly in order to

effectively crack the correlation between adjacent bytes of the

encrypted code-stream. While, in the diffusion process, bytes

are changed sequentially (i.e., linear transformation) such that

a small change in one byte can affect almost all bytes of the

code-stream. The proposed approach is based on selectively

choosing an amount of only 4% of data from each JPEG 2000

packet to follow the encryption process.

The main contributions of our work can be summarized as

follows:

• High level of security: The proposed cipher algorithm

fulfills the main security requirements (key sensitivity,

randomness and uniformity) with only two rounds of

encryption, rather than using multi encryption rounds as

in the case in other encryption algorithms [7], [8].

• High data reduction: An amount of 4% of data is selected

from each JPEG 2000 packet to contribute in the encryp-

tion process. This amount is sufficient to achieve a high

security level compared to other approaches as [9], where

an amount of 20% of data is needed to attain the required

security level. By that, the proposed algorithm preserves

significantly the communication bandwidth.

• Format-compliant property: Our proposed encryption

scheme respects in its intrinsic construction the format

compliant property.

• Fast Encryption: The use of our proposed approach

with only two rounds of substitution-diffusion processes

allows to achieve a fast encryption speed compared to

[10], where AES in counter mode (CTR) is used to

achieve the encryption process.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

provides the related work. Section III discusses the proposed

encryption algorithm. Extensive security analysis is provided

in Section IV. Additionally, compression analysis is investi-

gated in Section V. The performance of the proposed algorithm

is term of execution time is studied in Section VI. Finally,

Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Several works have been proposed for JPEG 2000 en-

cryption schemes. According to [11], the position where the

encryption is introduced can be used as a primary parameter

to classify the JPEG 2000 encryption approaches. This clas-

sification produces three main schemes: (1) transform-based

schemes, (2) coding-based schemes and (3) package-based

schemes. In transform-based schemes, the encryption is relied

on the use of a secret wavelet transform to provide lightweight

security as in [12], [13]. Unfortunately, many of the transform-

based schemes are found to be inefficient and insecure [14]. In

coding-based schemes, the encryption and the entropy coding

are fulfilled by one step as in [15], [16]. Algorithms from this

class necessitate a modification of both encoder and decoder

which may require additional compression overhead.

In the package-based schemes, the encryption process is

performed on the code-stream, which consists of multiple

packets (i.e., each packets consists of one packet header

and one packet body). Many approaches have been proposed

under this class as in [17], [18]. The main objective of these

approaches is to achieve the encryption while respecting the

format-compliant property. The mostly related work to this

paper is Massoudi et al. approach [10], where a selective image

encryption has been proposed based on selectively choosing

an amount of 5.43% from each packet data. Then, bytes are

encrypted using the standard AES-128 block cipher [7] with

a modified CTR mode of operation (using additional modular

operation instead of XOR operation), in order to achieve the

format-compliant property and ensure the full confidentiality.

Instead of using the AES block cipher with multi-rounds,

our proposed encryption algorithm achieves in its intrinsic

construction (substitution and diffusion processes) the format-

compliant criterion using only two rounds of encryption

within a significantly shorter execution time and by selectively

encrypting a small amount of data. Additionally, since the

format-compliant property is ensured by the algorithm itself,

then it can be used with any mode of operation without

introducing any additional overhead.

III. THE PROPOSED ENCRYPTION SCHEME

In this section, we present the proposed cipher algorithm.

First, we introduce the main elements of our algorithm.

Then after, we discuss the encryption/decryption fundamentals

processes. In order to achieve a sufficient level of security

while preserving the format-compliant property, our proposed

encryption scheme is realized, with two rounds of encryption.

In each round, two main processes are applied: (1) the substi-

tution process and (2) the diffusion process.

Moreover, the proposed cipher is applied in counter mode

of operation (CTR). This is motivated by the fact that: (a)

the encryption process in CTR mode is applied to each block

independently from other blocks, which makes the algorithm

fully parallelizable and fast in hardware implementation (b)

it allows the random access of encryption/decryption process,

(c) the algorithm is simple in software and hardware imple-

mentations, since the decryption process is achieved similarly

to the encryption without the need to reconstruct the inverse

counterparts (d) and most importantly, CTR mode assures the

robustness against error propagation [19].



Fig. 1: The generation of the dynamic key DKv

A. Preliminaries

The encryption/decryption process consists of two funda-

mental layers: substitution and diffusion layers. In this Section,

we begin by explaining the generation of the dynamic key

DKv . Then, we provide a discussion about the main elements

that constitute the substitution and the diffusion layers (non-

linear S-box and the diffusion matrix G) which are derived

from DKv .

1) Dynamic Key Generation: First, the generation of the

dynamic key follows the shared key schemes, where the two

intelligible parts of communication (transmitter and receiver)

share a secret key called Master key (MK). This security

mechanism exhibits low complexity compared to the public

key schemes. Therefore, it can be well integrated when dealing

with constrained devices.

The generation of one dynamic key DKv (v is a counter

that is incremented for every new image) from the shared key

MK is illustrated in Figure 1 and achieved following these

steps:

• First, MK is XORed with an Initialization Vector IV
(128 bits) to produce an output K. In order to ensure

the unpredictability of IV , a pseudo-random generator

proposed in [20] is used to generate the IV sequence.
• Then, K is concatenated with IDA (identity of the

transmitter) and v. The concatenated form is hashed using

SHA-512 hash function to produce the dynamic key DKv

(64 bytes).
• The dynamic key DKv (64 bytes) is reshaped into a

matrix temp with size of 8× 8 elements as follows:

temp =











DK1

v DK2

v · · · DK8

v

DK9

v DK10

v · · · DK16

v

...
...

...
...

DK57

v DK58

v · · · DK64

v











(1)

This matrix contributes in the generation of the two main

components: Substitution key (Ks) that is used later to con-

struct the non-linear S-box of the substitution process and the

diffusion matrix (G) for the diffusion process.

2) Substitution Box (S-box): First, Ks is realized by Xoring

the elements of each column of temp, to produce Ks =
{Ks1 ,Ks2 , . . . ,Ks8}. Then, two control parameters r and t

are generated from Ks. To assure the bijectivity property, r is

chosen to be the even components of Ks, while t corresponds

to its odd components. After that, a nonlinear transformation

f is iterated four times to produce the substitution S-box as

follows:

Li = f(Li−1) = (Li−1 × (ri × Li−1 + ti)) mod 28 (2)

Where, the first input L0[k] = k, (k = 0, 1, . . . , 255). ri, ti
are the corresponding control parameters for the ith value (i =
1, 2, 3, 4). Then, for each iteration, a bitwise right shift by 3
is applied on the result as expressed in this equation:

Li = RightShift(Li, 3). (3)

S-box is equal to the output of Equation 3 after four

iterations. In other words, S = L4. After that, values corre-

sponding to 255 are eliminated from the lookup table of S-box.

Therefore, the produced S-box does not contain any element

whose value is equal to 0xFF. Let’s note that the generation

of the inverse S-box is not required here, since the encryption

is realized in CTR mode.

3) Diffusion matrix G: The diffusion matrix G deals with

integer numbers instead of floating ones to avoid the complex

floating operations. G matrix of size 4×4 is constructed based

on M that is derived from the dynamic key components as

expressed in the following equations:

M =

[

DK1

v DK2

v

DK9

v DK10

v

]

(4)

G =

[

M M + Im
M − Im M

]

(5)

Im is the identity matrix of size 2 × 2 and all elements in

G matrix are belong to {0, 255}. Im is expressed as follows:

Im =

[

1 0
0 1

]

(6)

B. Encryption/Decryption Scheme

The cipher scheme deals with images after applying the

JPEG 2000 compression. Hence, a packet is an elementary

unit that constitutes the JPEG 2000 code-stream. It transports

a compressed data format under certain resolution R, certain

layer L, certain precinct P and certain component C. Indeed,

the image can be viewed as a set of R×L× P ×C packets,

where the encryption process is applied to each packet Pj

contained in the code-stream Pj ∈ {P1, P2, . . . , Pt} (i.e., all

packets do not necessary have the same number of bytes and t
is the total number of packets contained in one code-stream).

Then, an amount of 4% of bytes is selected from each packet

Pj to follow the encryption process. Elements in the produced

S-box (i.e., with size equal to 256) are used to specify the

positions of bytes to be encrypted. The procedure of byte’s

selection is summarized in pseudo-code 1.



Fig. 2: The proposed selective encryption scheme for JPEG 2000 images

Algorithm 1 The selected byte’s positions of each packet

chosen in a dynamic manner according to the variable

Selectedpositions

1: Input The selected set of packets of a compressed JPEG

2000 code-stream, produced dynamic lookup table of S-

box and diffusion matrix G.

2: perc=4/100;

3: for j = 1→ t do

4: l← length(packets{j})
5: Selectedlength ← ⌈percent × l⌉
6: w ← 1
7: if (l ≤ 256) then

8: for i← 1 to Selectedlength do

9: if S − box(i) ≤ l then

10: Selectedpositions(w)← S − box(i)
11: w ← w + 1
12: end if

13: end for

14: else if (l > 256) then

15: nb← ⌊l/255⌋
16: for co← 1 to nb do

17: for i← 1 to ⌈Selectedlength/nb⌉ do

18: Selectedpositions(w)← S−box (i)+(co∗
255)

19: w ← w + 1
20: end for

21: end for

22: end if

23: encryptData← Encr( packets{j, Selectedpositions}, S-

box, G)
24: packets{j, Selectedpositions} ← encryptData
25: end for

26: Output Encrypted selected packets of the code-stream.

Let’s note that the percentage 4% is chosen in a way that

a balance between the high visual degradation and the low

computation complexity is fulfilled (see Section IV-E).

The selected data, corresponding to Nj number of bytes

is then represented as blocks, each of 16 bytes. If Nj is

not a multiple of 16, a padding with 0’s is performed to

complete the block elements. The number of blocks in one

packet can be represented as {B1, B2, . . . , Bm}, where m
depends directly on Nj (i.e., if the packet P1 consists of 500
bytes, only N1 = 20 bytes of P1 are selected to follow the

encryption process, which are stored in two blocks: the first

block consists of 16 bytes, while the second block consists of

the four remaining bytes and twelve bytes that are padded).

Therefore, the encryption process is performed in block-by-

block manner using the following steps:

• First, a pseudo-random generator PRGN is used to gener-

ate a pseudo-random, unpredictable and nonce sequence

denoted by Count1. For each block encryption, this

counter is incremented by one. Indeed, in order to encrypt

the selected block Bn, the counter Countn (i.e., which

is equal to Count1+ (n-1)) is XORed with the dynamic

key DKv to produce the output Xn.

• Then, Xn follows the encryption process, beginning by

the first substitution process through the use of the non

linear S-box as follows:

Yn = S(Xn) n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} (7)

• Then, the diffusion process is applied on each substituted

block Yn by multiplying its components with the dynamic

diffusion matrix G modulo 255, to prevent values of 0xFF

to appear in the sequence. Thus, it produces an output

denoted by Zn, as expressed in the following Equation:













zn1,1
· · ·zn1,4

zn2,1
· · ·zn2,4

...
. . .

...

zn4,1
· · ·zn4,4
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·
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· · ·yn1,4
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· · ·yn2,4
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yn4,1
· · ·yn4,4











mod 255

• After that, the output block Zn is used as an input to the

second substitution process to produce a new block Un,

as expressed in the following equation:

Un = S(Zn) n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} (8)

• Then after, the second diffusion process is applied to the

substituted block Un. In this step, elements of Un are

multiplied by G′ matrix (the transpose of G matrix), to

produce the corresponding block Vn as follows:
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· · ·vn1,4

vn2,1
· · ·vn2,4

...
. . .

...

vn4,1
· · ·vn4,4











=
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un2,1
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. . .
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un4,1
· · ·un4,4











mod 255

• As final step, the resultant output block Vn is XORed

(modulo 255) with their corresponding initial block Bn

to produce at the end the cipher block Cn as follows:

Cn = (Vn +Bn) mod 255 n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} (9)

• Finally, after encrypting all corresponding blocks of one

packet Pj , only Nj bytes are taken sequentially from

the successive encrypted blocks and located back to their

initial positions in Pj .

By these two rounds, the encryption scheme is completed

and the code-stream becomes ready to be transmitted to the

receiver. Let’s note that, since we are dealing with CTR mode,

the decryption process is realized similarly to the encryption

one, using the same substitution S-box as well as the same

diffusion G matrix. Also, due to the fact that the same S-box

is produced, the receiver succeeds to retrieve the positions

of the encrypted bytes from each packet of the code-stream

to apply the decryption process. The only change is that in

Equation 9, the addition operation is replaced by a subtraction

operation as follows:

Bn = (Cn − Vn) mod 255 n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} (10)

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, several security tests are conducted to eval-

uate the efficiency and the cryptographic performance of the

proposed encryption algorithm. The three standards images:

Lena, Pepper and Baboon, each of size 512 × 512 × 3 are

taken as source images to perform our experiments. In some

security tests, only results for Lena image are represented

due to the space limitation. Additionally, security analysis are

performed under the following software and hardware envi-

ronments: GCC, micro-computer Intel Core i7, 5600U CPU

at 2.6 GHz with 16 GB RAM Intel, Windows 7, MATLAB

R2014a framework and OpenJPEG codec. The JPEG 2000

compression is performed using the standard lossy mode with

rate 0.25, 4 tiles, 3 resolutions, one quality layer, one precinct

and performed in LRCP progressive mode.

Fig. 3: (a) Lena plain image, (b) Encrypted Lena image using

DK1, (c),(d) Decrypted Lena image using DK1 and DK2

respectively (DK2 differs from DK1 with only one-bit).
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Fig. 4: The key sensitivity test using 1000 different dynamic

keys.

A. Key Sensitivity

Key sensitivity is of primary importance to resist to chosen-

plaintext and linear attacks. Thus, it means that the cipher is

highly depends on the key. In other words, one bit change

on the key must produce a totally different cipher-text. To

test the sensitivity of the proposed encryption scheme, the

following scenario is performed: First, a dynamic key DK1 is

used to perform the encryption algorithm on the compressed

Lena image. The decryption process succeeds to recover the

compressed image as illustrated in Figure 3-(c). On the other

side, a modified dynamic key DK2 with one bit difference

from DK1 is used to decrypt the same image. As shown in

Figure 3-(d), with a little change on the dynamic key, the

decryption process fails to reconstruct the original Lena image.

To further demonstrate the key sensitivity, the above sce-

nario is repeated using 1000 randomly selected keys. First,

the compressed Lena image followed the selective encryption



process using the correct dynamic key DKv to produce the

corresponding cipher code-stream C. The reconstruction of the

original compressed Lena image L succeeds using DKv . On

the other part, C is decrypted using 1000 different dynamic

keys, that have only one-bit difference (Least Significant Bit

LSB) to produce, at each iteration, a new image denoted by

L′. After that, the hamming distance (i.e. the difference in

bits) between L and L′ is computed as expressed in Equation

11 and illustrated in Figure 4,respectively.

KS =

∑T

k=1
L⊕ L′

T
× 100% (11)

=

∑T

k=1
DDKv

(C)⊕DDK′

v
(C)

T
× 100%

where T is the length in bits of the plain-text and cipher-text

images.

Results show that the majority of values are close to the

optimal value (50 %) [8], which indicates that the proposed

selective encryption algorithm has a great sensitivity against

any little change on the dynamic key.

B. Key Space analysis

Key space represents the total number of different keys that

can be used in the encryption process. In order to ensure

the robustness of the encryption algorithm against the brute-

force attacks, the size of key space must not be smaller than

2128 [21]. For this reason, the initialization vector IV , the

counter sequence as well as the dynamic key DKv used in

the proposed approach, each consists of 128-bits. Indeed, the

proposed encryption algorithm has 2128 large key space. Thus,

it makes the brute-force attacks unfeasible.

C. Histogram analysis

In statistical analysis, histogram is used to display the

frequency of pixel values. If the frequency counts of the

encrypted data behaves as a uniform distribution, then pixel

values are effectively masked.

In Fig. 5, histograms of the original Lena, Peppers and

Baboon images and their corresponding cipher ones are il-

lustrated. Results show that the histograms of the JPEG-

2000 encrypted data are uniformly distributed, which are very

different compared to those of the original images. Hence,

the proposed encryption algorithm significantly eliminates the

statistical information of the original image and supports a

high strength against statistical attacks.

D. Correlation between Original and Cipher images

Images are characterized by the high correlation between its

adjacent pixels (close to 1). An encryption algorithm is said to

be efficient, if it removes the spatial redundancy and hides all

the attributes of the plain-image, to provide at the end a cipher

image that does not support any information about the original

image. Indeed after encryption, the correlation between the

original and the encrypted images must be negligible (close

to zero). To study the correlation effect of the proposed

encryption algorithm, the correlation coefficient r between

Fig. 5: (a), (e), (i) Original Lena, Peppers and Baboon images.

(b), (f), (j) Histogram of Lena, Pepper and Baboon images.

(c), (g), (k) Cipher Lena, Pepper and Baboon images.

(d), (h), (l) Histogram of cipher Lena, Pepper and Baboon

images.
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Fig. 6: Correlation analysis between Plain Lena image and

its corresponding JPEG-2000 encrypted images using 1000
different keys.

pixels of the original Lena image of size S = 512×512×3 and

its corresponding JPEG-2000 encrypted image is measured

after applying the proposed algorithm using 1000 different

random keys. Results in Figure 6 show that pixels of the plain

Lena image have negligible correlation with the pixels of the

cipher image (mean equal to 0.0683). Thus, it demonstrates

that the proposed encryption scheme succeeds to crack the

correlation between pixels and have a high strength against

statistical attacks.



Image Name Image Size Execution Time (sec)
in pixels in JPEG 2000 Compression Proposed Massoudi et al.

Lena 256× 256× 3 8 KB 0.0433 0.0325 0.2216
Lena 512× 512× 3 31 KB 0.1825 0.0749 0.9150
Lena 1024× 1024× 3 128 KB 0.4568 0.2533 3.4668

Peppers 256× 256× 3 8 KB 0.0499 0.0300 0.2890
Peppers 512× 512× 3 31 KB 0.1999 0.0861 0.9676
Peppers 1024× 1024× 3 128 KB 0.5816 0.2309 3.6580
Baboon 256× 256× 3 8 KB 0.0561 0.0276 0.2098
Baboon 512× 512× 3 31 KB 0.2177 0.0727 0.9223
Baboon 1024× 1024× 3 123 KB 0.5084 0.1911 3.4398

TABLE I: Performance of the proposed Approach and Massoudi et al. Approach for the three standards images: Lena, Peppers

and Baboon with different sizes.
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Fig. 7: SSIM index between original and JPEG-2000 encrypted

Lena image for 1000 different random keys.

E. Visual Degradation

This metric measures the degradation operated on the

original image using the encryption algorithm in a way that

its visual content, present in the cipher image, is no more

comprehensible. In order to evaluate the visual degradation, an

amount of 4% of bytes is chosen from each packet data of Lena

code-stream to follow the encryption approach. This procedure

is repeated using 1000 random keys to produce different

cipher images. At each iteration, the Structural Similarity

Index (SSIM ) [22] is used to measure the level of similarity

between the original image and its corresponding JPEG-2000

encrypted image and results are illustrated in Figure 7. SSIM
index ranges between 0 and 1. A value of 1 means that the

two measured images are identical and a value close to 0
indicates that the two measured images are totally different.

Results show that for all ciphered images, the SSIM index

does not exceed the value of 0.17, which means that a hard

and sufficient visual distortion is achieved using the proposed

approach. Additionally, the amount of 4% that is selected from

each packet data of the code-stream to follow the encryption

process is sufficient to achieve a good balance between hard

visual distortion and low computational complexity.

V. COMPRESSION ANALYSIS

Besides ensuring a high security level, the proposed se-

lective encryption scheme must be compression friendly. For

this reason, two main metrics related to the compression

aspect are evaluated in this section, including (1) the Code-

stream Compliant analysis as well as (2) the Compression

Friendliness evaluation.

A. Code-stream Compliant analysis

Ensuring the format-compliant property is of paramount

importance, especially when dealing with selective JPEG 2000

encryption scheme. Since, compliance allows preserving the

main characteristics of the original compression coding. Thus,

it enables the decoder to decode the encrypted code-stream be-

fore decryption. In the proposed selective encryption scheme,

both substitution and diffusion processes in their intrinsic

structures are format-compliant. First, in the substitution pro-

cess, any value that is corresponding to 0xFF is eliminated

from the look-up table. Additionally, in the diffusion process,

the matrix multiplication is provided with addition modulo

255. Indeed, preventing 0xFF marker to appear in the code-

stream, means that both code-words 0xFF90 and 0xFFFF will

not appear in the packet body. Therefore, the encrypted code-

stream is compliant to the format of the original unencrypted

code-stream and preserves all its characteristics.

B. Compression Friendliness

Most joint compression-encryption algorithms decrease the

compression performance, since the encryption is performed

before the quantization process or within the encoding process.

However, using the code-stream-oriented encryption schemes,

data modification is applied to the code-stream. Thus, it has no

influence on the compression performance. Additionally, the

proposed encryption method preserves the format-compliant

property. By that, the encrypted image is compliant to the

format structure of the unencrypted image. In order to fulfill

the encryption algorithm, such operations are based on ad-

dition modulo, which neither add nor subtract a bit from the

code-stream. Therefore, the proposed algorithm does not affect

the compression performance and satisfies the compression

friendliness property.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In order to study the performance of the proposed algo-

rithm, the execution time is evaluated due to the fact that

less computational time means low computation complexity,



and consequently minimum resource requirements for the

encryption/decryption processes. In this contexct, Colors Lena,

Peppers and Baboon images, with three different sizes :

256×256×3, 512×512×3 and 1024×1024×3 are used to

demonstrate the practical performance. First, the compression

time for transforming each image into JPEG 2000 format

is measured. Then, the encryption time for our proposed

encryption scheme as well as for Massoudi et al. approach [10]

are tested as shown in Table I. Results of the encryption time

show that the proposed algorithm is faster than Massoudi et al.

algorithm by approximately 8 times for small image sizes and

by approximately 15.6354 times for large image sizes. Thus,

it results to a highly increase in throughput.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a secure format com-

pliant lightweight cipher for protecting JPEG 2000 images.

It is consisted of two rounds of: substitution and diffusion

process. Format-compliant property is preserved intrinsically

in the construction of both process, in order to preserve the

characteristics of the original unencrypted code-stream.

Moreover, extensive experiments have been conducted to

prove the high level of security and the robustness of the

proposed algorithm against the most known types of attacks

and its effectiveness in term of execution time compared to the

approach proposed in [10]. Indeed, all these features consider

our proposed JPEG 2000 images encryption scheme as a good

candidate to deal efficiently with tiny constrained devices.
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